CITROCASA

FANTASTIC

ENG

less time spent
on cleaning*

faster
squeezing*
3

So small
The new CITROCASA Fantastic once again proves that it
is often the little things in life that provide the greatest
pleasure. After all, the knack of impressing people day after
day is not really a question of size. Far more important is the
know-how, passion and aesthetic sensibility with which this
juicer was designed – the smallest and most beautiful of all of
CITROCASA‘s machines. It‘s almost a pity that it requires 40
percent less space than other models.

So powerful

100 %

The CITROCASA Fantastic sets an entirely new standard when
it comes to functionality, design and performance. The 300
percent faster juice production is already impressive. All of
this, together with its exceptional styling results in a perfectly
implemented concept that is compelling in every possible
way. A concept whose fulfilment results in the purest, highestquality orange juice and ultimate delight.

juice
extraction*

So small.
So powerful.
So fantastic.

So fantastic

less space
required*

* Compared to conventional juicers.

The new CITROCASA Fantastic is a break with everything
that‘s gone before: indeed, its revolutionary design anticipates everything that was previously held to be impossible for a
juicer. Top performance despite a small footprint, stunningly
stylish, revolutionary SCS Up & Down cutting system, disassembly that is simplicity itself and 90 percent less time spent
on cleaning are just some of its amazing features – features
that will be standard in the future.
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A gastronomic feast
for the eyes!
So effective
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With the CITROCASA Fantastic you don’t only meet your
guests’ taste, but also fulfil their active desire for the freshest,
healthiest nutrition. It is both an exciting and impressive way to
demonstrate healthy living!
Not only does the compact Fantastic take up hardly any space,
but its eye-catching, intentionally stylish design enhances the
ambience of any interior. Once the Fantastic is sitting comfortably in its natural surroundings, it is eager to show off its
talents to you and your guests. After use, the ever-considerate
Fantastic is also quick and easy to clean.

The CITROCASA Fantastic in bread shops and cafés.
Freshly-squeezed orange juice at the hotel breakfast buffet.
The CITROCASA Fantastic – also looks good at the bar!
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Super for your market!
So customer friendly
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Right next to your other fresh products – that’s where the
Fantastic F/SB and F/D will feel at home. The two new Auto
Feeding Fantastics from CITROCASA, with their modern
design and robust stainless steel, will do far more than just
make your store look great. Despite their minimal space requirements, both machines will amaze you with their performance, which far exceeds all other comparable juicers.

Acquiring a new Fantastic is like in-sourcing innovation, which
will help you minimize personnel expenses with its superefficient operation and clean-up: quickly and easily dismantle
the machine and place all the parts in your dishwasher. The
fruit hopper can hold up to 17 kg (37 lbs) of fruit, dramatically
reducing how often you have to refill the machine. These new
citrus juicers from CITROCASA will really give you something
to look forward to with their intelligent engineering: designed
to be easy to operate with failsafe mechanisms built in.

Citrocasa Fantastic with Automatic Feeding in the supermarket.
CITROCASA Fantastic starts by pressing the tap.
Easy and quick: absolute freshness for your customers!

A new twist!

A new dimension in
juice purity!
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It all revolves
around efficiency.

Perfect cutting ensures
ultimate juice purity.

So ingenious

SCS Up & Down - So pure

The new FANTASTIC models, F/SB and F/D, make an
exciting statement for ease of operation and higher
efficiency. The new Two Level Feeding-System (TLF) is
designed to protect your fruit from getting crushed,
even when the hopper is completely filled.

Thanks to the new SCS „Up & Down“ cutting system, the juice
produced by the Fantastic is always ultra-pure. By cutting the
fruit precisely, the SCS system avoids tearing the peel and
thereby contaminating the juice with bitter substances from
the skin. With 100% success. The end product is simply pure
fruit goodness.

UP & DOWN
SOFT-CUTTING-SYSTEM

UP & DOWN
SOFT-CUTTING-SYSTEM

Without SCS Up & Down:
torn

With SCS Up & Down:
neatly cut

90 % less time spent
on cleaning
with the Double-Cover system
and Cross-Holder.
1
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Simple, easy disassembly.
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Thanks to its revolutionary design, the new Fantastic can be
dissassembled extremely quickly and easily.
With its combination of the innovative Cross-Holder (locks
in a total of 7 end positions with just one quick-release lock),
the Double-Cover system and the special peel ejectors, the
machine can be taken apart for cleaning and re-assembled in
a fraction of the time required by other machines.
Simply perfect! And also because the Fantastic simply cannot
be operated incorrectly!
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Fastest possible cleaning.
The Citrocasa Fantastic now finally makes it possible to
remove all of the components that come into contact with
orange juice from the machine. These can then be cleaned
thoroughly in the dishwasher – it couldn‘t be simpler!

After opening the Cross-Holder, you
can easily remove all of the other parts.
Thanks to the Double-Cover system,
there‘s nothing left in the machine that
needs cleaning.
All of the components that come into
contact with juice can be easily cleaned
in the dishwasher.
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CITROCASA Fantastic M/AS:

CITROCASA Fantastic M/SB:

Self do, self have.

Ready, steady, go!
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Ideal for locations with a high
quality standard and a sense
of aesthetics.

Aesthetics meet
ease of use.

The ultimate in terms of performance and ease of use,
with minimal cleaning time and effort and minimum space
requirement.

The CITROCASA Fantastic M/SB makes self-service an
experience with luxury character through cleverly-devised
technology.

65 (25.6")
18 (7.1")

78 (30.7")

Machine starts by pressing the tap
Minimum space requirement (footprint)
High squeezing capacity
Double-Cover System and Cross Holder
Purest orange juice due to SCS Up & Down Cutting System
Large digital display with counter for squeezed fruits
Easy and user-friendly operation
Runs extremely quiet

78 (30.7")

20 (7.9")

65 (25.6")

Automatic start when feeding in fruit
Minimum space requirement (footprint)
High squeezing capacity
Quick and easy cleaning through Double-Cover System and
Cross Holder
Purest orange juice due to SCS Up & Down Cutting System
Large digital display with counter for squeezed fruits
Easy and user-friendly operation
Runs extremely quiet

28 (11")

55.5 (21.9")

28 (11")

38 (15")

55.5 (21.9")

38 (15")

CITROCASA Fantastic M/AS – Technical Specifications

CITROCASA Fantastic M/SB – Technical Specifications

Oranges
per minute:

Fruit
supply

Optimal
fruit size

Measurements
(H x W x D in cm/in)

Net weight
(in kg/lbs)

Power

Fuse
protection

Fuse

Oranges
per minute:

Fruit
supply

30 pcs.
approx. 2 l
juice

–

Ø 65 – 78 mm
Ø 2.56 – 3.07 in

78 x 38 x 55.5 cm
30.7 x 15 x 21.9 in

44 kg
96.8 lbs

0.2 kW

IPx4

6.3 A

30 pcs.
approx. 2 l
juice

–

Optimal
fruit size

Measurements
(H x W x D in cm/in)

Ø 65 – 78 mm 78 x 38 x 55.5 cm
Ø 2.56 – 3.07 in 30.7 x 15 x 21.9 in

Net weight
(in kg/lbs)

Power

Fuse
protection

Fuse

44 kg
96.8 lbs

0.2 kW

IPx4

6.3 A

CITROCASA Fantastic F/D:

Citrocasa Fantastic F/SB:

Design with inner values.

Elegance coupled with
competitive advantage.
15
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The link between
high-tech and total efficiency.

The new standard
in self-service.

The Fantastic F/D is the ideal solution for the quality- and
efficiency-oriented world of gastronomy.

The Fantastic F/SB will win you over with its care-free and superefficient operation and will save you money. It’s the perfect match
for grocery stores and self-service restaurants.

18 (7.1")

20 (7.9")

94.5 (37.2")

	Automatic fruit feeding
High-capacity fruit hopper (17 kg / 37 lbs)
with our Two Level Feeding-System (TLF)
	Activate juicing just by pushing the self-service tap
Multifunctional display: digital fruit counter, 5 languages
Minimal space requirements
(base width of only 28 cm / 11 inches)
Fast juicing (2 liters per minute / 0.5 gallons per minute)
Cleanup is fast, simple and hygienic
Highest quality juice with our SCS Up & Down Cutting System
Easy and user-friendly operation

94.5 (37.2")

	Automatic fruit feeding
High-capacity fruit hopper (17 kg / 37 lbs) with our
Two Level Feeding-System (TLF)
Multifunctional display:
fruit quantity settings, digital fruit counter, 5 languages
Minimal space requirements
(base width of only 28 cm / 11 inches)
Fast juicing (2 liters per minute / 0.5 gallons per minute)
Cleanup is fast, simple and hygienic
Highest quality juice with our SCS Up & Down Cutting System
Easy and user-friendly operation

28 (11")

28 (11.")

50 (19.7")

65.5 (25.8")

50 (19.7")

CITROCASA Fantastic F/D – Technical Specifications
Oranges
per minute:

Fruit
supply

30 pcs.
approx. 2 l
juice

17 kg
37.4 lbs

Optimal
fruit size

Measurements
(H x W x D in cm/in)

Ø 65 – 78 mm 94.5 x 50 x 65.5 cm
Ø 2.56 – 3.07 in 37.2 x 19.7 x 25.8 in

65.5 (25.8")

CITROCASA Fantastic F/SB – Technical Specifications

Net weight
(in kg/lbs)

Power

Fuse
protection

Fuse

Oranges
per minute:

Fruit
supply

52 kg
114.4 lbs

0.2 kW

IPx4

6.3 A

30 pcs.
approx. 2 l
juice

17 kg
37.4 lbs

Optimal
fruit size

Measurements
(H x W x D in cm/in)

Ø 65 – 78 mm 94.5 x 50 x 65.5 cm
Ø 2.56 – 3.07 in 37.2 x 19.7 x 25.8 in

Net weight
(in kg/lbs)

Power

Fuse
protection

Fuse

52 kg
114.4 lbs

0.2 kW

IPx4

6.3 A

Highly adaptable,
with functional accessories!
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Fruit supply basket

Without taking up extra space at the bar, the optional fruit
basket for the Fantastic M-series ensures that you and your
guests always have oranges within reach. Total capacity:
approx. 13 kg / 28.6 lbs.
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Pedestal / Distance adapter

I. Distance adapter for 1l bottles;
recessed drip tray (3 cm / 1.2 inches depth) for bottles
with a height up to 22 cm / 8.7 inches.
II. Small pedestal (4 cm / 1.6 inches) for glasses up to a
height of 15 cm / 5.9 inches.
III. Large pedestal (8 cm / 3.2 inches) for glasses up to a
height of 11 cm / 4.3 inches.
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60

(23

.6“

5

)

III.

For average quantities of orange peel, the larger straight peel
container is the perfect solution for the CITROCASA Fantastic.
Ideal for up to 30 portions x 0.25 l / day.
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Countertop installation kit

lockable / maneuverable

The optional countertop installation kit consists of a base
plate and an open-ended peel container, making your
CITROCASA Fantastic into a permanent fixture in your bar
area. Once squeezed, orange peel falls directly into the large
peel bucket under the bar. This means you can exploit your
machine‘s pressing capacity to the fullest while ensuring it
remains as easy as possible to operate. For more than
30 portions x 0.25 l / day.
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P.S.I. = Final quality control for each
and every machine by TÜV.

Straight peel container

10.5 (4.1")

II.

I.

65 (25.6")

75.5 (29.7")

50 (19.7")
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Stainless steel cabinet

The stainless steel cabinet makes your CITROCASA Fantastic
into the perfect solution when you need mobility and want to
exploit your juicer‘s pressing capacity to the fullest.
For more than 30 portions x 0.25 l / day.

Highly adaptable,
with functional accessories!
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Cover fruit basket

Optional for Fantastic F-series:
lockable cover for fruit basket – 17 kg / 37.4 lbs.
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Bottle dispenser and
countertop

Keep your bottles handy with the optional bottle dispenser
(for bottle sizes 0.25, 0.33, 0.5 and 1 liter).
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Glass shelves

Available as 2- or 3-level design. Includes safety glass and stainless
steel countertop.
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Tray slide

Ideal for self-service and cafeteria-style setup.
81.5 cm x 28.5 cm / 32.1 x 11.2 inches (W x D)
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Crushed ice display cabinet

The crushed ice cabinet is an attractive option to display your
pre-filled bottles and keep them cold.
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Compact display refrigerator
with support cabinet

Keep your pre-filled bottles cold in this attractive optional refrigerator
with capacity for approx. 40 bottles (0.5 liter). The support cabinet will
also give you extra storage space.
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